2019-2021 Delta Gamma Leadership Appointments

The Delta Gamma Fraternity Council and Delta Gamma Foundation Board of Trustees have worked meticulously throughout the last few months to appoint volunteers to their respective Leadership positions. Today we are happy to announce the list of women who will help move our Fraternity and Foundation into the future. These officer terms will take effect in June 2019 at Officer Training Seminar (OTS).

Fraternity Directors:
Director: Alumnae Development – Vanessa Milara Alzate, Epsilon Psi-Rutgers
Director: Alumnae Resources – Jennifer Hall, Epsilon Tau-Central Florida
Director: Awards – Emilee Lales, Eta Zeta-Chicago
Director: Chapter Development – Dr. Amy Ayres, Alpha Iota-Oklahoma
Director: Chapter Operations – Alison Chastain Brackins, Alpha Psi-Mississippi
Director: Collegiate Recruitment Development – Kristin Van Steenwyk, Gamma Tau-Texas Christian
Director: Collegiate Recruitment Operations – Laura O’Brien, Epsilon Mu-William and Mary
Director: Extension – Brittney Bahlman, Sigma-Northwestern
Director: Finance – Dr. Carolyn Green Boudreault, Zeta-Albion
Director: Housing Development – Elizabeth (Beth) Hurtt Springer, Beta Psi-Alabama
Director: Housing Resources – Keri Lambert Hieneman, Delta Beta-Kentucky
Director: Lifetime Engagement – Jenna Johansson McQuattie, Eta Iota-Nevada, Reno
Director: Member Education – Emily Burris Hester, Gamma Zeta-Louisiana State
Director: New Chapter Development – Wendy Adams Faust, Epsilon-Ohio State
Director: Panhellenic Development – Katie Stevens Murray, Alpha Phi-British Columbia
Director: Programming – Elizabeth (Libby) Zinke, Pi-Montana
Director: Standards – Kristin Born Crawford, Alpha Upsilon-Southern Methodist

Foundation Directors:
Foundation Director: Alumnae Service and Fundraising – Natasha Quel-Vronsky, Zeta Epsilon-Santa Clara
Foundation Director: Collegiate Service – Gretchen Nadler Clifton, Gamma Zeta-Louisiana State
Foundation Director: Grants – Anne Hohenberger, Beta Eta-Texas
Foundation Director: Lectureships in Values and Ethics – Jessica Pope Hubbard, Delta Lambda-Mississippi State
Foundation Director: Scholarships & Fellowships – Carol Bennie Shay, Beta Eta-Texas
Foundation Director: Special Events & Collegiate Fundraising – Jacqueline (Jackie) Leyes Bergquist, Mu-Missouri
Appointed by Council:
Constitution and Elections Chairman - Carole Butler Haney, Alpha Psi-Mississippi
Fraternity Housing Corporation (FHC) Member-at-Large - Ann Glosup Bordelon, Alpha Omega-Arkansas
Fraternity Management Corporation (FMC) Member-at-Large - Cassandra (Cass) Caron, Gamma-UC Berkeley
Fraternity Parliamentarian – Tina Syring, Nu-Idaho
Panhellenic Operations Chairman – Susan Beavers Crucq, Gamma Mu-Florida State

Regional Teams:
Regional Director (RD)
Regional Alumnae Specialist (RAS)
Regional Collegiate Specialist (RCS)
Regional Collegiate Recruitment Specialist (RCRS)
Regional Finance Specialist (RFS)
Regional Housing Specialist (RHS)
Regional Foundation Coordinator (RFNC)

Region 1:
RD 1 - Kristi Jackson Steed, Alpha Phi-British Columbia
RAS 1 - Danette Jones Beck, Delta Iota-Georgia
RAS 1 - MaryAnn (Mary) Gratton, Zeta Alpha-Villanova
RCS 1 - Abigail (Abby) Crane, Epsilon Beta-Bucknell
RCS 1 - Dessa Fejta Tampio, Eta Epsilon-Vanderbilt
RCS 1 - To be announced
RCRS 1 - Lucia Weeks Dorsey, Rho-Syracuse
RFS 1 - Kelly Maher Bialoblocki, Epsilon Pi-Connecticut
RHS 1 - Kimberly (Kim) Papa Salvesen, Zeta Beta-Dartmouth
RFNC 1 - Alexandra (Alex) Haight Furr, Delta Rho-Virginia Tech

Region 2:
RD 2 - Susan Meyer Kornegay, Eta-Akron
RAS 2 - Beth MacManus Ellis, Epsilon Delta-Washington and Jefferson
RAS 2 - Jeri Freeman Gray, Beta Rho-George Washington
RCS 2 - Hannah Tolley McGraw, Beta Sigma-Maryland
RCS 2 - Nancy O’Neill, Delta Omicron-Morehead State
RCS 2 - Shea Hermann, Epsilon Phi-Loyola
RCRS 2 - Jennifer Fisackerly, Alpha Psi-Mississippi
RFS 2 - Katrina (Katie) Krockhak Ouellette, Eta Epsilon-Vanderbilt
RHS 2 - Lee Deadwyler, Gamma Iota-DePauw
RFNC 2 - Christine Rocchio, Epsilon Chi-South Carolina

Region 3:
RD 3 - Mary Vale Jensen, Eta Delta-North Florida
RAS 3 - Lauren O'Connell, Eta Delta-North Florida
RAS 3 - Lauren Pointer, Eta Epsilon-Vanderbilt
RAS 3 - Melissa Thompson, Gamma Zeta-Louisiana State
RCS 3 - Kimberly (Kim) Ward, Delta Pi-Southern Mississippi
RCS 3 - Kourtney Gabik-Strickland, Eta Delta-North Florida
RCS 3 - Laura Roberts Twedt, Delta Iota-Georgia
RCS 3 - Melissa Derrick Adair, Delta Iota-Georgia
RCRS 3 - Stephanie Latza Brown, Delta Pi-Southern Mississippi
RFS 3 - Penny Parnell Glasscock, Gamma Xi-Texas Tech
RHS 3 - Janet Bergeron Vidrine, Gamma Zeta-Louisiana State
RFNC 3 - Kierstan Knaus Dufour, Delta Pi-Southern Mississippi

Region 4:
RD 4 - Kimberly (Kim) Johnson Ferson, Gamma Omicron-Indiana State
RAS 4 - Kathryn (Katie) Osterbrock Myers, Zeta Sigma-Northern Kentucky
RAS 4 - Lauren Mercurio Walczak, Beta Mu-Bowling Green
RCS 4 - Laura Purdy, Eta-Akron
RCS 4 - Leslie Pedigo, Gamma Nu-North Texas
RCS 4 - Melissa Wolter Evans, Gamma Omicron-Indiana State
RCRS 4 - Ellen Barlow FitzGerald, Theta-Indiana
RFS 4 - Andrea Malone Prewitt, Delta Beta-Kentucky
RHS 4 - Marci Vandiver Hackert, Gamma Omicron-Indiana State
RFNC 4 - Alisa Testa-Finelli, Eta-Akron

Region 5:
RD 5 - Katlyn (Katie) Cornelius Seuntjens, Gamma Iota-DePauw
RAS 5 - Julie Walsh Ryan, Epsilon Nu-James Madison
RAS 5 - Shannon Winters Goodson, Gamma Beta-Tulsa
RCS 5 - Brittany Czech Wereminski, Delta Nu-Northern Illinois
RCS 5 - Jennifer (Jennie) Johnson Watts, Alpha Kappa-Washburn
RCS 5 - Victoria Gajc, Eta Pi-DePaul
RCRS 5 - Kati Fratesi, Delta Kappa-South Florida
RFS 5 - Janet Aronberg Hersh, Alpha Zeta-Lawrence
RHS 5 - Shannon Morrow, Epsilon Nu-James Madison
RFNC 5 - Catherine (Kim) Schmoker Hunnewell, Alpha Upsilon-Southern Methodist

Region 6:
RD 6 - Kyle Grant Daly, Zeta Eta-Texas State
RAS 6 - Mary Meadows Payne, Gamma Sigma-Houston
RAS 6 - Tracey Vieth McElroy, Gamma Zeta-Louisiana State
RCS 6 - Amanda Thompson Dyer, Zeta Eta-Texas State
RCS 6 - Margaret (Tam) Taylor Dunn, Alpha Psi-Mississippi
RCS 6 - Meagan Mooney Thurman, Zeta Eta-Texas State
RCRS 6 - Natalie Cooper Grindle, Gamma Sigma-Houston
RFS 6 - Rachel Stack-Dunne Foster, Beta Rho-George Washington
RHS 6 - Angela O’Pry, Eta Gamma-Texas A&M
RFNC 6 - Christeena (Teena) Folker Tabor, Beta Pi-Willamette

Region 7:
RD 7 - Brittney Kerr-Smith, Alpha Phi-British Columbia
RAS 7 - Christiane Waters Williamson, Nu-Idaho
RAS 7 - Suzanne (Zanna) Stone Grandinetti, Beta Omega-Washington State
RCS 7 - Lisa Glover, Beta Beta-Alberta
RCS 7 - Mary Anne Mosby Schaap, Beta Pi-Willamette
RCS 7 - Megan Axley Boyle, Beta Pi-Willamette
RCRS 7 - Samantha McQuaig Siffring, Epsilon Nu-James Madison
RFS 7 - Meghan Nakeff Hussack, Alpha Phi-British Columbia
RHS 7 - Cassandra (Cassie) Bymers, Eta Iota-Nevada, Reno
RFNC 7 - Morgan Youngs, Alpha Delta-Oregon

Region 8:
RD 8 - Ann Marie Deatherage Bronte, Delta Eta-Cal State, Sacramento
RAS 8 - Katherine Heizer Stern, Alpha Upsilon-Southern Methodist
RAS 8 - Nicole (Nicki) Croly, Delta Eta-Cal State, Sacramento
RCS 8 - Jenn Reuter French, Alpha Zeta-Lawrence
RCS 8 - Kristina Beverly Magovac, Delta Eta-Cal State, Sacramento
RCS 8 - Morgan Rogers Webb, Phi-Colorado
RCRS 8 - Michelle Tajirian Shoffner, Beta Theta-Duke
RFS 8 - Amy Wood Doran, Eta Alpha-Pepperdine
RHS 8 - Nicole Naify Tooley, Delta Chi-UC Davis
RFNC 8 - Jacqueline (Jaci) Moscini Songstad, Gamma Chi-Cal State, Long Beach

Alumnae Development Consultants:
Daniella Baglivo, Omicron-Adelphi
Lynn Ann Ray, Beta Iota-Purdue
Mindy Schaefer Aldinger, Lambda-Minnesota
Traci Kriss Velebil, Gamma Xi-Texas Tech

Panhellenic Support Specialists:
Regions 1 & 4 - Danielle (Dee) Hawks, Zeta Sigma-Northern Kentucky
Regions 2 & 3 - Heidie Dort Lindsey, Epsilon Tau-Central Florida
Regions 5 & 6 - Leslie Thornton Womble, Beta Epsilon-American
Regions 7 & 8 - Madeline Hefner Carpenter, Delta Epsilon-University of the Pacific